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Abstract

Motivated by results recently reported by the CMS Collaboration about an excess in
the di-photon spectrum at about 96 GeV, especially when combined with another long-
standing anomaly at the same value in the bb̄ invariant mass spectrum in four-jet events
collected at LEP, we show that a possible explanation to both phenomena can be found at
1σ level in a generic 2-Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) of Type-III in presence of a specific
Yukawa texture, wherein Lepton Flavour Violating (LFV) (neutral) currents are induced
at tree level. Bounds from Higgs data play a major role in limiting the parameter space
of this scenario, yet we find solutions with mH = 125 GeV and mh = 96 GeV consistent
with current theoretical and experimental bounds.
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1 Introduction

The discovery of a Higgs boson, H, compatible with the one predicted by the Standard Model
(SM), carrying a mass of 125 GeV, at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1, 2], has widely
been regarded as the opening of a new age in particle physics. Such a Higgs boson is the first
scalar and fundamental particle to be found in Nature and the last remaining undiscovered
particle required for the experimental confirmation of the SM. Even though the measurements
of the production and decay rates of the 125 GeV Higgs boson are currently in good agreement
with the expectations within the SM, the Higgs sector chosen by Nature may not necessarily
be the minimal one of such a construct. There might be additional real or complex singlets,
doublets triplets, and so on, or any mixture of these. An extended Higgs sector may also
be incorporated into a proper theoretical framework, for example, a specific realisation of the
2-Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) can be made part of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) [3,4].

Di-photon signatures originating from the production and decay of new (pseudo)scalar Higgs
states are of special importance since this was the channel used to claim the aforementioned
discovery. In Ref. [5], CMS has identified two excesses in the search for light neutral states in
pp→ φ→ γγ with 2σ local significance at mγγ = 97.6 GeV at Run-1 (2012) with 19.7 fb−1 of
luminosity and with 3σ local significance at mγγ = 95.3 GeV at Run-2 (2016) with 35.9 fb−1

of luminosity. Given the O(1 GeV) resolution of the CMS detector in di-photon final states,
clearly, these two excesses are consistent with the same mass point. Furthermore, while not
confirmed or denied by the ATLAS Collaboration yet, most recently, CMS has reported an
additional local excess with a significance of 3.1 σ (for mh = 100 GeV) [6] in the di-tau final
state in the search for a light Higgs boson. If this measurement is interpreted instead as further
evidence of a 96 GeV resonance, it corresponds to a 2.6σ deviation.

There seems to be therefore a compelling case to address the question as to whether any
theoretical model can explain these measurements. Indeed, this have already resulted in sev-
eral interesting academic papers, which explored some realisations that could simultaneously
explain not only the above γγ excesses, while being consistent with the current measurements
related to the observed Higgs boson in 2012 [7–19], but also an anomaly which has remained
from LEP data, in the e+e− → Z(H → bb̄) channel, wherein an excess was seen in the bb̄
invariant mass, again around 98 GeV [20]. Indeed, given the resolution of di-jet masses at
LEP, this number is also consistent with the location of the CMS excesses.

Here, we intend to study such reported excesses in the context of a 2HDM Type-III with a
specific Yukawa texture allowing for some amount of Lepton Flavour Violation (LFV) [21]. This
is done in order to comply with LEP, Tevatron, LHC and low energy measurements sensitive
to not only the SM-like Higgs boson H but also to a potentially lighter h state playing the role
of the object behind the aforementioned excesses at 96 GeV. In fact, a generic 2HDM contains
five physical (pseudo)scalar particles, including two CP-even states (h and H, with mh < mH),
one CP-odd one (A) and a charged Higgs boson pair (H±). Based on the way which the Higgs
doublets couple to the fermions, the 2HDM is categorised into Type-I, -II, lepton-specific and
flipped. The 2HDM Type-III corresponds to the case where each of the two Higgs doublets
couples to all fermions simultaneously. As a consequence, tree-level Flavour Changing Neutral
Currents (FCNCs) in the sectors of charged quarks and leptons are being induced. In our
approach, rather than postulating a Z2 symmetry (exact or softly-broken) to control the latter,
we assume a generic Yukawa texture that we will constrain by exploiting theoretical conditions
of self-consistency as well as experimental measurements of masses and couplings.
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The plan of our paper is as follows. In the next section, we describe the theoretical frame-
work. We then move on to explain the features of the two experimental excesses (LEP and
LHC). Then we will map one onto the others by presenting numerical results. We will finally
conclude.

2 Generic 2HDM Framework

The 2HDM is one of the simplest extension of the SM as it consists of two complex doublets
of Higgs fields Φi (i = 1, 2) with hypercharge Y = +1. The SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y invariant scalar
potential is given by [4]:

V = m2
11Φ†1Φ1 +m2

22Φ†2Φ2 −
[
m2

12Φ†1Φ2 + H.c.
]

+ λ1(Φ†1Φ1)2 + λ2(Φ†2Φ2)2 + λ3(Φ†1Φ1)(Φ†2Φ2)

+λ4(Φ†1Φ2)(Φ†2Φ1) + 1
2

[
λ5(Φ†1Φ2)2 + H.c.

]
+
{[
λ6(Φ†1Φ1) + λ7(Φ†2Φ2)

]
(Φ†1Φ2) + H.c.

}
(1)

Following the hermiticity of the potential given by eq. (1), m2
11, m2

22 and λ1,2,3,4 are real
parameters whereas λ5,6,7 and m2

12 can be complex. Adopting the CP-conserving 2HDM, λ5,6,7

and m2
12 are real. Keeping λ6,7 terms in the potential, there are direct contribution of λ6,7 to

the hγγ process via the triple Higgs coupling hH+H−. However, in this study, the contribution
of charged Higgs bosons to such a vertex is negligible so that the effect of λ6,7 is very small.
We then set λ6,7 = 0 for the whole analysis. Under the above conditions, the potential has
seven independent parameters: mh,mH ,mA,mH± , tan β(= v2/v1), sin(β − α) and m2

12. In this
work we consider H as the observed SM-like boson with mH = 125 GeV, so that only six free
parameters are left. Here, v1 and v2 are the Vacuum Expectation Values (VEVs) of the two
Higgs doublets while α is the mixing angle in the CP-even Higgs sector [4].

As for the Yukawa sector, the general scalar to fermions couplings are expressed by:

−LY = Q̄LY
u

1 URΦ̃1 + Q̄LY
u

2 URΦ̃2 + Q̄LY
d

1 DRΦ1 + Q̄LY
d

2 DRΦ2

+ L̄Y `
1 `RΦ1 + L̄Y `

2 `RΦ2 +H.c. (2)

Before the Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB), all Y f
1,2 are arbitrary 3× 3 matrices

and fermions are not physical eigenstates. Therefore, we have the freedom to choose Y u
1 , Y d

2 ,
and Y `

2 to have diagonal forms; that is, Y u
1 = diag(yu1 , y

u
2 , y

u
3 ) and Y d,`

2 = diag(yd,`1 , yd,`2 , yd`3 ).
In this study, we investigate 2HDM Type-III, where neither a global symmetry is imposed on
the Yukawa sector nor an alignment in the flavour space is enforced. We adopt instead the
Cheng-Sher ansatz [22,23], which assumes a flavour symmetry that suggests a specific texture
of the Yukawa matrices, where FCNC effects are proportional to the masses of the fermions and
dimensionless real parameters, with Ỹij ∝

√
mimj/v χij. After EWSB, the Yukawa Lagrangian

can be written, in terms of the mass eigenstates of the Higgs bosons, as follows:

−LIIIY =
∑

f=u,d,`

mf
j

v
×
(

(ξfh)ij f̄LifRjh+ (ξfH)ij f̄LifRjH − i(ξfA)ij f̄LifRjA
)

+

√
2

v

3∑
k=1

ūi
[(
mu
i (ξ

u∗
A )kiVkjPL + Vik(ξ

d
A)kjm

d
jPR

)]
djH

+

+

√
2

v
ν̄i(ξ

`
A)ijm

`
jPR`jH

+ +H.c. (3)
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φ (ξuφ)ij (ξdφ)ij (ξ`φ)ij

h cα
sβ
δij − cβ−α√

2sβ

√
mui
muj
χuij − sα

cβ
δij +

cβ−α√
2cβ

√
mdi
mdj
χdij − sα

cβ
δij +

cβ−α√
2cβ

√
m`i
m`j
χ`ij

H sα
sβ
δij +

sβ−α√
2sβ

√
mui
muj
χuij

cα
cβ
δij − sβ−α√

2cβ

√
mdi
mdj
χdij

cα
cβ
δij − sβ−α√

2cβ

√
m`i
m`j
χ`ij

A 1
tβ
δij − 1√

2sβ

√
mui
muj
χuij tβδij − 1√

2cβ

√
mdi
mdj
χdij tβδij − 1√

2cβ

√
m`i
m`j
χ`ij

Table 1: Yukawa couplings of the h, H, and A bosons to the quarks and leptons in the 2HDM
Type-III.

The reduced Yukawa couplings are given in Table 1, in terms of the free parameters χfij and
the mixing angle α and of tan β. The terms proportional to δij refers to the 2HDM Type-II

whereas the term proportional to χfij denotes the new contribution of 2HDM Type-III.

Following the above arguments, the crucial elements of the Yukawa sector are then derived
in terms of the χfij’s. Clearly, these new free parameters are related to the masses and couplings
of both quarks and leptons, consequently, one should be certain that rare decays, i.e., those
that are suppressed in the SM, do not fail current bounds. Specifically, one should test the
contributions of Higgs bosons to the relevant FCNC processes of B mesons. To start with,
the off-diagonal terms are set to zero for simplicity. Furthermore, note that constraints from

∆B = 2 processes are negligible due to the suppression factor
√
mf
jm

f
i /v. However, transitions

involving ∆B = 1 processes are taken into account in the analysis. Similarly, the b→ sγ loop
transition is sensitive to new physics, as any differences between the currently measured value
of its rate and SM predictions may be interpreted in the form of a light charged Higgs boson
with appropriate Yukawa couplings. Since no CP violation is observed in the lepton sector, it is
reasonable to assume that χij are real numbers the matrix is symmetric. These parameters may
affect flavor changing neutral current in the Higgs sector h→ lil̄j [23,24] which is proportional
to non-diagonal elements. Once such effects, directly connected to the structure of the texture,
have been taken care of, though, it is just matter of testing the Higgs sector of the 2HDM Type-
III against both theoretical and experimental conditions, which we do in the next section.

3 Explanation of the 96 GeV Excesses at LEP and CMS

In this section, we investigate whether the 2HDM Type-III can explain simultaneously the
96 GeV excesses observed by both LEP (across ADLO) and LHC (CMS, in particular) ex-
periments. We follow the approach to explain these excesses already adopted in [7–10] which
defines the LEP and CMS signal strengths in terms of production cross section (σ) and decay
Branching Ratios (BRs) as follows:

µbb
LEP =

σ2HDM(e+e− → Zh)

σSM(e+e− → Zh)
× BR2HDM(h→ bb̄)

BRSM(hSM → bb̄)
= |chZZ |2 ×

BR2HDM(h→ bb̄)

BRSM(hSM → bb̄)
,

µγγCMS =
σ2HDM(gg → h)

σSM(gg → hSM)
× BR2HDM(h→ γγ)

BRSM(hSM → γγ)
= |chtt|2 ×

BR2HDM(h→ γγ)

BRSM(hSM → γγ)
,

The e+e− → Zh process receives large corrections from the charged Higgs scalar [25]. Based on
the charged Higgs mass and tan β, the complete electroweak contributions to the standard one-
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loop model ranged from −1.6% to +5.6% considering different values ofm2
12. Such corrections

may be transferred to |chZZ |2. Moreover, h → bb̄ has been estimated at NLO in the overall
2HDM [25, 26]. We have checked nearly for mh ≥ 90 GeV, tree-level results and NLO are in
pretty accurate agreement. In addition, chtt is the effective couplings of the light Higgs top
quarks, computed by 2HDMC [27]. Here, hSM is the SM Higgs-boson with mass rescaled to that
of the lightest CP-even Higgs-boson h of the 2HDM Type-III. We then evaluate such signal
strengths using the experimental measurements

µγγ,exp
CMS = 0.6± 0.2 µbb,exp

LEP = 0.117± 0.057 (4)

and performed a constrained (i.e., mh ∼ 96 GeV) to extract the ”best-fit” point by computing
the smallest χ2

96, the latter given by

χ2
96 =

(
µbb

LEP − 0.117

0.057

)2

+

(
µγγCMS − 0.6

0.2

)2

. (5)

4 Theoretical and Experimental Bounds

Before proceeding to show our results, we describe how we have constrained the parameter space
of the 2HDM Type-III scenario that we are targeting, by using both theoretical requirements
of self-consistency and experimental measurements from past and present machines.

The generic 2HDM scalar potential is required to satisfy several theoretical conditions, in
order to obtain a realistic and viable model. The theoretical requirements are perturbativity
of the scalar quartic couplings, vacuum stability and the tree-level perturbative unitarity con-
ditions for various scattering amplitudes of gauge and Higgs boson states. These constraints
map onto specific conditions of the parameter space of the model, as follows.

• Unitarity constraints require a variety of scattering process to be unitary: specifically,
the tree-level 2-to-2 body scattering matrix involving scalar-scalar, gauge–gauge and/or
scalar-gauge initial and/or final states must have eigenvalues ei’s such that |ei| < 8π
[28–30].

• Perturbativity constraints impose the following condition on the quartic couplings of
the scalar potential:|λi| < 8π [4].

• Vacuum stability constraints require the potential be bounded from below and positive
in any direction of the fields Φi, consequently, the parameter space must satisfy the
following conditions [31,32]:

λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, λ3 > −
√
λ1λ2,

λ3 + λ4 − |λ5| > −
√
λ1λ2. (6)

Furthermore, on the experimental side, we consider high precision constraints arising from
Electro-Weak Precision Observables (EWPOs), measurements at the LHC of the properties of
the newly discovered Higgs boson, null Higgs boson searches at LEP, Tevatron and the LHC
as well as flavour observables.
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• EWPOs, implemented through the EW oblique parameters S, T, U [33, 34], require a
95% Confidence Level (C.L.) in matching the global fit results [35]:

S = −0.01± 0.10, T = 0.03± 0.12, U = 0.02± 0.11.

• SM-like Higgs boson discovery: an agreement between selected points in parameter
space and the current measurements of the properties of the discovered Higgs boson
at 125 GeV is enforced by means of the publicly available code HiggsSignals-2.6.1

[36–43], which computes a χ2 function by comparing the predictions of the model with
the Higgs signal strengths from both Tevatron (marginally) and the LHC (crucially). In
our analysis, we adopt ∆χ2

125 = ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2
m̊in

to judge the validity of our generated
points away from the “best fit” case at its minimum.

• Non-SM-like Higgs boson exclusions: to check the parameter space points against
the exclusion limits from null Higgs boson searches at LEP, Tevatron and, in particular,
the LHC, we apply the public code HiggsBounds-5.10.1 [36–41].

• B-physics observables are tested against data by resorting to the public code SuperIso v4.1

[44] and the experimental measurements used are as follows:

1. BR(B → Xsγ)|Eγ<1.6 GeV = (3.32± 0.3)× 10−4 [45, 46],

2. BR(Bs → µ+µ−) = (3.1± 1.4)× 10−9 [47, 48],

3. BR(B+ → τ+ντ ) = 1.06+0.38
−0.28 × 10−4 [45, 49],

4. BR(K→µν)
BR(π→µν)

= 0.6358± 0.0011 [50,51],

• Anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, which is taken into account by requiring
δaµ = (2.95 ± 0.88) × 10−9 [52]. In fact, the full δaµ include all one-loop contributions
and all two-loop Barr-Zee-type contributions. As we may see later, the parameters χl11

and χl33 enter via the two-loop photon Barr-Zee diagram contribution from Higgs with
all lepton running in the second loop [53,54]

5 Numerical Results

In line with the above sections, we consider H to be the SM-like Higgs particle discovered at the
LHC in 2012 and mH = 125 GeV its mass, therefore mh would be smaller (in what is normally
referred to an “inverted hierarchy” scenario). We then perform a systematic scan over the
2HDM Type-III parameter space, as shown in eq. (7). Given that we take mH = 125 GeV, the
S, T and U constraints force the whole Higgs boson spectrum to be rather light. Specifically,
the charged Higgs boson mass is taken in the range 140–170 GeV while the CP-odd is assumed
to be in the range 70–90 GeV. With the assumption that H is the well-known Higgs particle,
taking into account all the LHC data will force the couplings of such state to the SM particles
to be very similar to those predicted by the SM. Consequently, the coupling of the H state to
the W+W− (and ZZ) gauge bosons, which is proportional to cos(β − α), would be SM-like if
cos(β−α) ∈ [0.76, 0.83] within 1σ level. Bearing all this in mind, we then perform a systematic
numerical scan over the 2HDM Type-III parameter space as illustrated below:

mh ∈ [80, 110] GeV, mH = 125 GeV,

sin(β − α) ∈ [−0.5, − 0.1], mA ∈ [70, 90] GeV,

mH± ∈ [140, 180] GeV, tan β ∈ [1.1, 1.5],

m2
12 = m2

h tan β/(1 + tan2 β). (7)
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Figure 1: Excluded regions on the (mH± , tan β) parameter space by flavour constraints at
95% C.L.

Of all constraints enforced, a particular role is played by the flavour ones from the B-meson
sector, as these strongly limit the region of validity in the (mH± , tan β) (see Fig. 1). From
here, one can read that a light charged Higgs boson (with mass from around mH and below mt)
is allowed, so long that tan β > 1.08 (unlike the 2HDM Type-II, wherein the lower bound on
charged Higgs mass at 95% C.L. is 580 GeV or upwards, quite irrespectively of tan β [55]). This
is instrumental to enable the 2HDM Type-III pursued here to also comply with the EWPO
constraints, as the charged Higgs boson is sufficiently degenerate with the neutral Higgs state,
a precondition for S, T and U to not fall foul of their experimental measurements.

Given the role played by the χfij free parameters in the definition of the texture, hence on the
Yukawa structure of the 2HDM Type-III studied here, we show in Fig. 2 the correlation among
such quantities in presence of all aforementioned flavour constraints (from both the quark and

lepton sector), i.e., B0
s,d → µ+µ−, B → Xsγ, BR(K→µν)

BR(π→µν)
and δaµ. From investigating such a

figure, we note that the on-diagonal matrix elements in the up and down sectors are not as
large as in the leptonic sector. It is also interesting to note that χu,d33 are both strongly sensitive
to the B0

s,d → µ+µ− and B → Xsγ processes. The best fit to all such flavour observables is
given by the diamond symbol, which corresponds to the following configuration:

χu =

0.187 0 0
0 0.254 0
0 0 0.210

 , χd =

−0.553 0 0
0 2.863 0
0 0 1.440

 , χl =

0.484 0 0
0 −2.101 0
0 0 1.400

 .

(8)

To begin with, the LEP constraints on the Higgs strahlung process e+e− → Z(∗)h may
restrict an important range of sin2(β − α) values for any given choice of mh, as long as the
process is kinematically allowed. Because the ZZh coupling in the 2HDM Type-III we are
considering is suppressed by sin2(β − α) with respect to the SM value and considering (from
LHC data) that, in our scenario, sin2(β − α) is expected to be small, the cross sections for
e+e− → Z(∗)h that we obtain are roughly in agreement with the LEP experimental limits.
We also mention that the Tevatron has investigated such a light boson via the pp̄ → V h
(V = Z,W±) process [56]. These limits, however, are considerably less severe than LEP ones.
Obviously, the masses and couplings entering the e+e− process are also indirectly influencing
the SM-like Higgs boson data collected at the LHC, not only through the mixing between H
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and h, but also via the H± effects in h→ γγ decay mode.

Fig. 3 shows the result of the described 2HDM Type-III scan over the (µCMS, µLEP) plane,
where the colour code indicates ∆χ2

125. The dashed and solid lines correspond to the 1σ and
2σ ellipses, respectively, and the orange star indicates the best fit point. All the points shown
in the figure have ∆χ2

125 ≤ 12. An interesting observation is that there are many points (in
red) with ∆χ2

125 ≤ 2.33 within the 1σ ellipse. Also, our best fit point is near the center of
the ellipses. Overall, the 2HDM Type-III is fully capable of capturing the excess of 96 GeV.
Finally, in this figure, we also identify as aqua stars four viable Benchmark Points (BPs) that
we will use in the remainder of the paper.

We show in Fig. 4 the predicted rate for σ(pp→ h→ γγ) (left) in our 2HDM Type-III and
its ratio to the SM results, σ(pp → h → γγ)/SM, for each parameter point, in combination

Figure 2: Excluded regions on the χij parameter space by flavour constraints at 95% C.L.
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Figure 3: The signal strengths µCMS and µLEP following the scan described in the text. The
dashed and solid black lines indicate the 1σ and 2σ ranges of χ96, respectively. The orange star
corresponds to the best fit point in the h mass range [94, 98] GeV. The colour code indicates
the ∆χ2

125 values.

Figure 4: Allowed points, following the discussed theoretical and experimental constraints,
superimposed on the results of the CMS 8 + 13 TeV low-mass di-photon analysis [5]. The
dashed line corresponds to the expected upper limit on σ×BR(h→ γγ) (left) and σ×BR(h→
γγ)/σSM ×BRSM(h→ γγ) (right) at 95% C.L., with 1 and 2 sigma errors in green and yellow,
respectively. The solid line is the observed upper limit at 95% C.L. The aqua stars represent
the BPs already introduced.

with the expected and observed upper limits from the CMS analysis [5]. One can see that
many points could indeed contribute to the excess observed by CMS in the h→ γγ final state.
It is further interesting to note that this configuration of the parameter space is also tested
against the exclusion limits given by the ATLAS Collaboration [57] on σ × BR(h → γγ),
captured by Fig. 5. As one can see therein, the chosen BPs (amongst others) can account for
the experimental results of both collaborations.
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Figure 5: Allowed points, following the discussed theoretical and experimental constraints,
superimposed on the results of the ATLAS 13 TeV low-mass di-photon analysis [57]. The
meaning of the colours, lines and stars is the same as in the previous figure.

In Fig. 6, we show |chV V |2 and |chbb̄/chtt̄|2 on the (µCMS, µLEP) plane. It can be observed
from the left panel that the points with higher signal strength µLEP always have the higher
coupling chV V , since µLEP is directly proportional to |chV V |2 (see eq. (4)). Furthermore, the
points with lower values of |chbb̄/chtt̄|2, in the right panel, give a higher µCMS signal strength,
as µCMS is anti-proportional to |chbb̄/chtt̄|2 (see eq. (4)). However, a too low chbb̄ coupling would
suppress BR(h→ bb̄) resulting in a smaller µLEP.

Having satisfied ourselves that the 2HDM Type-III scenario introduced here is able to
explain the LEP and CMS anomalies, over a specific parameter space region, we now turn
to identifying a smoking gun signatures of it. We concentrate here on the H± state, that we
have seen (recall Fig. 1) can be rather light, given the fact that also h and A are light, so
that this calls for testing the possibility of sizeable H+ → W+A and/or H+ → W+h decay
rates. For this purpose, in Fig. 7, we present the allowed points, within the usual 1σ ellipse,
mapped against BR(H± → W+A) (left panel) and BR(H+ → Wh) (right panel). One can
read from this figure that the charged Higgs decay width is dominated by the decay channel
W+A, for which the BR could reach 82% for mH± > 165 GeV. The decay channel W+h, for
which the BR could reach 38% for mH± < 165 GeV exceeding the fermonic decay modes of light
charged Higgs cs̄ and τν and without conflict with the experimental limits. The panels in Fig. 7
illustrate that BR(H± → hW±)+BR(H± → W±A) ∼ 100% in the allowed parameter regions.
As consequence, searches for these channels may act as a collateral signatures validating our
2HDM Type-III explanation of the discussed excesses.
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Figure 6: Same as in Fig. 3, with the colour code indicating |chV V |2 (left) and |chbb̄/chtt̄|2 (right).

Figure 7: The allowed points within the 1σ ellipse on the (mH± , tan β) plane with the colour
code indicating BR(H+ → W+A) (left) and BR(H+ → W+h) (right). Both the best fit (to
theoretical and experimental constraints) point and the usual four BPs are also reported.

Before closing, for the purpose of encouraging experimental analyses of this scenario at the
LHC, chiefly, to both confirm our findings in the γγ channel and attempting to extract the
hallmark signatures of it, H+ → W+A and/or H+ → W+h, in Tab. 2, we present the four BPs
in full, noting that they cover a range of light Higgs masses between 94 and 98 GeV, i.e., ±2
GeV from the anomaly mass value seen by CMS, thereby consistent with the typical resolution
of a CMS detector and also capturing the mass value of the LEP excess. Recall that, in all
BPs, the H state is SM-like with Γ(H) = 4.09 MeV and its decay modes are within the current
measurements. The cross section rates are also shown.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have illustrated how excesses identified by the CMS and LEP Collaborations
may potentially be ascribed to a Higgs boson produced by gg fusion and decaying into γγ and
bb̄ with mass around 96 GeV, by adopting as theoretical framework a 2HDM Type-III with
a suitable Yukawa texture. Under the assumption that the heaviest CP-even Higgs state, H,
is the discovered one at the LHC in 2012, we have identified the regions of parameter space
where the light CP-even state, h, can explain such excesses while being fully compliant with
the required signal strengths measured at both colliders. This has been accomplished after ap-
plying standard theoretical requirements of self-consistency as well as up-to-date experimental
constraints.

We suggest that our results are compelling enough to call for a more thorough experimental
examination of the 2HDM Type-III proposed here. In this respect, we have highlighted the
fact that the aforementioned excesses occur in regions of parameter space which can be probed
by the LHC with current and future data in smoking gun signatures involving a light charged
Higgs state decaying into a W± boson and either the h itself or the CP-odd companion, A. To
facilitate this, we have presented four BPs amenable to phenomenological investigation.
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Parameters BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4

(Masses are in GeV)
mh 94.55 95.33 96.49 97.52
mH 125 125 125 125
mA 87.95 83.36 85.13 82.27
mH± 167.76 168.39 169.60 171.52
tan β 1.23 1.23 1.22 1.21
sin(β − α) −0.420 −0.423 −0.431 −0.438
λ6 0 0 0 0
λ7 0 0 0 0
m2

12 4373.63 4445.61 4557.44 4662.92

Effective coupling |chXY |
|chV V | 0.427854 0.430945 0.439079 0.446200
|chbb̄| 0.046293 0.048631 0.054028 0.058105
|chtt̄| 0.144724 0.140352 0.131938 0.127975

Effective coupling |cHXY |
|cHV V | 0.922878 0.921439 0.917591 0.914149
|cHbb̄| 0.664166 0.663986 0.663746 0.663866
|cHtt̄| 1.167053 1.167399 1.169637 1.173210
|cHττ | 1.068317 1.067894 1.067330 1.067330

Collider signal strength
µCMS 0.5 0.446 0.378 0.366
µLEP 0.061 0.066 0.079 0.087

Total decay width in GeV
Γ(h) 0.000030 0.000031 0.000034 0.000037
Γ(H) 0.004099 0.004099 0.004092 0.004094
Γ(A) 0.000432 0.000401 0.000415 0.000402
Γ(H±) 0.010770 0.030775 0.028097 0.063084

BR(h→ XY ) in %
BR(h→ γγ) 3.4553 3.4289 3.3538 3.2808
BR(h→ gg) 11.5384 10.6915 9.0740 8.1683
BR(h→ bb̄) 27.2348 28.9708 33.2201 35.6635
BR(h→ cc̄) 6.5675 5.8372 4.5686 3.8995
BR(h→ ss̄) 4.9132 4.6901 4.2159 3.7984
BR(h→ µ+µ−) 31.2203 30.0817 27.6151 25.3039
BR(h→ τ+τ−) 8.3852 8.6082 9.1459 9.3359
BR(h→ ZZ) 0.8641 0.9105 0.9797 1.0440
BR(h→ W+W−) 5.7995 6.4856 7.6074 8.7173

BR(H → XY ) in %
BR(H → γγ) 0.1457 0.1452 0.1436 0.1418
BR(H → gg) 10.5405 10.5478 10.6082 10.6697
BR(H → bb̄) 55.6194 55.5916 55.6499 55.6419
BR(H → cc̄) 7.1916 7.1947 7.2305 7.2670
BR(H → τ+τ−) 6.9585 6.9530 6.9559 6.9518
BR(H → ZZ) 2.1415 2.1349 2.1206 2.1035
BR(H → W+W−) 17.0929 17.0404 16.9266 16.7901

BR(A→ XY ) in %
BR(A→ γγ) 0.0498 0.0454 0.0472 0.0447
BR(A→ gg) 29.6754 27.6545 28.4896 27.3641
BR(A→ cc̄) 13.1940 13.5884 13.4690 13.8044
BR(A→ bb̄) 49.6664 51.1480 50.5130 51.2798
BR(A→ ss̄) 0.6568 0.6773 0.6641 0.6633
BR(A→ µµ) 1.9262 1.9648 1.9301 1.9028
BR(A→ ττ) 4.8315 4.9217 4.8870 4.9409

BR(H± → XY ) in %
BR(H± → µν) 0.1473 0.0518 0.0568 0.0253
BR(H± → cs) 0.8415 0.2951 0.3277 0.1501
BR(H± → W+h) 21.3231 7.3599 8.0904 3.9528
BR(H± → W+A) 59.6370 85.5962 83.2112 91.2625
BR(H± → τν) 0.3697 0.1298 0.1440 0.0657
BR(H± → tb) 17.3572 6.4452 8.0145 4.4573

σ in [pb]
σ(pp→ h→ γγ) 0.0591 0.0548 0.0513 0.0522
σ(pp→ h→ γγ)/SM 0.5715 0.5135 0.4825 0.5257

Table 2: The full description of our four BPs.
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